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Leather Sheaths for Neck Knives:
The sheath is vegetable tanned leather, with the least amount of 

chemistry to react with the steel. The sheath is dyed to a custom dark 
brown, saturated with Neatsfoot oil, and waxed for lasting protection.

This leather neck sheath is available in to two sizes.  Both have 
a 32”  lanyard loop forming the necklace. The small neck sheath is 
5” long. Ideal for small knives with up to a 2-1/2” blade length and 
3/4” blade width. The medium is 7” long. Ideal for small knives up 
to 4” blade length and 1” blade width.
#Sheath-NS Small leather neck sheath only $  6.99

Fits our #Knife-FT and #Blade-N2
#Sheath-NM Medium leather neck sheath only $11.99

Fits our #Knife-FT and #Blade-N2

Knife Sheath, Mountain Man style, small ............. #Sheath-MM
Our smallest is 8-1/2” long, 2-3/4” wide. It fits a belt up to 3” wide. 

made of brown leather, hand rubbed with natural oil, it will look great 
on your pistol  or cartridge belt. Fits knives that have a 4-1/2 to 5-1/2” 
blade. Fits our #Knife-Courier-L, #Knife-Eng-F and #Knife-Eng-T.
#Sheath-MM Leather belt sheath, small only $18.99

Knife Sheath, for Throwing Knife, large ........ #Sheath-Thrower
This larger sheath looks just like the Montain Man sheath except 

larger. Fits up to a 3” wide belt. Brown leather hand rubbed with 
natural oil, this sheath is 11-1/2” in length, 3-7/8” width. It will carry 
an 8 to 10 inch blade, not over 2-1/2” wide. Fits our #Knife-Throw.
#Sheath-Thrower Leather belt sheath,  large only $27.99

Knife Sheath, with brass rivets ...............................#Sheath-7R
This “Indian Knife Sheath” fits a belt up to 3” wide. Brown leather, 

hand rubbed. This sheath is 9” in length, 3-1/4” width.
This sheath fits our popular Green River  blades #Blade-SHE-04, 

#Blade-CAM-05 and our most popular #Blade-RGR-05.
#Sheath-7R Leather sheath with rivets only $ 9.99

#Sheath-7R
Leather sheath
with brass rivets

9” length
only $ 9.99

#Sheath-MM
Mountain Man sheath 

8-1/2” length
only $18.99

Knife Sheaths with belt loops:
A sewn leather sheath with a upper belt loop, which can fit up to 

a 3” belt for the large sheaths. Medium sheaths fit up to a 2” belt.. 
Unlined leather sheath is finished a rich dark brown.  We carry many 
different length to fit a variety of knives. Refer to the full size knife 
photos, for overall sheath size.

Large Scalper Knife Sheath ............................... #Sheath-Scalp
 The sheath body is 9” long, 2-1/4” at the widest point. Accepts 
knives with a 7” edge, and 1-1/2” at the widest point. Fits our 
#Knife-Scalp.
#Sheath-Scalp Leather belt sheath, extra large only $20.50
English Trade Knife Sheath ...............................#Sheath-Eng-T
 Overall length of the sheath is 10-1/4” and will accept knives with 
a  6-3/4” long blade and 1-3/8” at its widest point. Fits out #Knife-
Courier, Eng-F, Eng-T, FT-M, Metis, and Roach.
#Sheath-Eng-T Leather belt sheath only $14.50
Long Belt Knife Sheath ......................................#Sheath-Belt-L
 The sheath is 7” long with a 1” wide mouth. The belt loop is 3”.
Designed to accept knives with 4-5/8” long by 3/4” wide blades. 
Fits our #Knife-Belt-L, Lewis and #Blade-5861-5, 5861-6 and 6193.
#Sheath-Belt-L Long belt sheath only $14.50
Short Belt Knife Sheath .................................... #Sheath-Belt-S
 The sheath is 5-7/8” long with a 1” wide mouth. The belt loop is 
2-1/2”. Made to accept knives with a 3” blade and is 3/4” width.  Fits 
our #Knife-Belt-S, Lewis, Drop-M, Roach-4 and #Blade-5861-5, 
5500-5, N-5 and RGR-5.
#Sheath-Belt-S Short belt sheath only $12.00

Knife Sheath, with belt loop on back:
A sewn leather sheath with lower belt loop. Unlined leather sheath 

is finished a rich dark brown.  We carry two different length to fit 
a variety of knives. Refer to the full size knife photos, for overall 
sheath size.

Small Belt Knife Sheath .......................................... #Sheath-FT
 This sheath is 5-3/4” long overall. The rear mounted belt loop 
accepts belts up to 2-1/8” wide. The sheath is designed for knives 
with a 5” long, 7/8” wide blade. Fits our #Knife-FT and #Knife-Belt-S.
#Sheath-FT Belt sheath, small only $14.50
Roach Belly Knife Sheath .................................#Sheath-Roach
 The whole blade and much of the handle are covered by this 
belt sheath which holds the knife securely in the field. Sheath is 
7-3/4” long overall. Made for knives with a 6-3/4” long blade and 
up to 1-3/8” wide. Fits our #Knife-Belt-L, Courier-L, FT-M, Eng-F 
and Eng-T.
#Sheath-Roach Roach Belly knife sheath only $14.50

#Sheath-Eng-T
Belt sheath

10-1/2” length
only $14.50

#Sheath-FT
only $14.50

#Sheath-NS
Small

neck sheath
only $ 6.99
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